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Opinion

Rating Rationale

Moody's assigns an A2 long term global local currency issuer rating to Mexico's bank deposit insurer Instituto para
la Protección al Ahorro Bancario, Organismo Descentralizado de la Administración Pública Federal (IPAB). The
ratings on IPAB also cover its bonds (Bonos de Protección al Ahorro, BPAS). The A2 GLC rating takes into
account IPAB's standalone credit strength of baa1 as well as Moody's assumptions of a very high probability of
systemic support in case of a stress situation.

IPAB's baa1 standalone credit strength reflects its role as the country's bank deposit insurance entity, and its
status as an arm of the Mexican government, to which it is fully integrated. As such, IPAB's standalone credit risk
reflects that of the government as reflected by the Baa1 government bond rating. IPAB operates in the same
economic and financial environment and is therefore vulnerable to the same credit pressures as the Mexican
sovereign.

The outlook on the baa1 unsupported standalone credit strength is stable, reflecting a similar outlook on Mexico's
sovereign bond ratings.

IPAB's obligations count with an implicit government guarantee in the form of a federal mechanism to assure direct
repayment of its obligations through direct charge of the Federal Treasury accounts, as stated on Mexico's Ley de
Ingresos de la Federación (Federal Revenues Law).

IPAB's A2 local currency issuer and debt ratings, are two notches above its standalone credit strength and
Mexico's sovereign bond rating reflecting Moody's assessment of a very high probability of government support in
case of a stress situation because of IPAB's important policy role as a key entity to: (i) support troubled financial
institutions, (ii) preserve market confidence, and (iii) maintain the stability of the financial system. The assessment
of support results in the two notch uplift from IPAB's baa1 standalone strength.

Rating Drivers



- IPAB is part of the government, highlighting its sovereign status

- Implicit federal mechanisms to support direct repayment of the institute's obligations

- IPAB executes government policy providing bank depositor insurance coverage and in maintaining financial
system stability

- IPAB's reserve fund to support banks is still small overall, but gradually increasing

Rating Outlook

All of IPAB's issuer and debt ratings have stable outlooks in line with the stable outlook on Mexico's Baa1
government bond ratings.

What Could Change the Rating - Up

Upward rating pressure is limited at this juncture. That said, IPAB shows a high default correlation with the
Mexican government; specifically its standalone credit assessment mirrors the default risk of the Mexican
government. An upgrade of Mexico's sovereign rating would have a similar effect on IPAB's baseline credit
assessment, and its issuer and debt ratings.

What Could Change the Rating - Down

The default risk of the Mexican government has a stable outlook hence a downgrade on IPAB's ratings is less
likely at this juncture.

National Scale Rating

Moody's assigns Aaa.mx/MX-1 Mexican National Scale issuer ratings to IPAB. These ratings also cover the
institute's bonds, Bonos de Protección al Ahorro (BPAS).

Recent Results

As of 31 March 2013, IPAB had Mx$892.4 billion in liabilities; there were around Mx$868.4 billion of BPAS
outstanding. It has been five years now since IPAB's savings protection fund (Fondo de Protección al Ahorro)
shifted from deficit to a positive balance and as of 31 March 2013 reached Mx$13.7billion.

DETAILED RATING CONSIDERATIONS

Detailed considerations for IPAB's ratings are as follows:

Baseline Credit Assessment

Franchise Value

IPAB is the part of the Mexican government that serves as the country's bank deposit insurer. It provides
depositor coverage and assists troubled bank institutions. IPAB's obligations count with government support in the
form of an explicit federal mechanism to assure direct repayment of IPAB's obligations. This is supported on direct
charge of the Federal Treasury (Tesorería de la Federación) accounts. Moreover, IPAB's Organic Law enables it
to contract debt on behalf of the Mexican government to support the bailout of distressed banks.

IPAB's board is integrated by high-level government officials, including the Minister of Finance (SHCP), the
Governor of the central bank (Banxico), the President of the Mexican bank regulatory entity (CNBV), and four
vocals (directly appointed by the President of Mexico).

Discussion of Support Considerations

IPAB's obligations count with an implicit government guarantee. Particularly, there are explicit federal mechanisms
to assure direct repayment of IPAB's obligations (direct debit of Federal Treasury accounts) as stated on Mexico's
Ley de Ingresos de la Federación.
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